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WHY SUSTAINABILITY?

The climate is a common good, 
belonging to all and meant for all.

Climate change is a global problem 
with grave implications: 

environmental, social, economic, 
political and for the distribution of 
goods. It represents one of the 

principal challenges facing humanity 
in our day.

Pope Francis ‘Laudato Si’ June 2015



Greenoak’s aims
• Bring sustainability best practice 

into mainstream social housing.

• Address design quality, user 
satisfaction, flexibility 

• Establish a replicable model for 
on-going development not a  
one-off demonstration project.

• Achieve best value – high 
performance homes within 
normal cost range 

• Measure and learn from 
experience.



Standards

• Aim for optimum sustainability not 
arbitrary standards. 

• Maintenance, adaptability and 
future-proofing important but 
complexity must be avoided.

• Aim to achieve highest performance 
within economic limits. 

• Space and Lifetime Homes were 
judged to be a long term benefit.

• Empirical testing for air leakage and 
noise was important.

• Post-completion monitoring and user 
feedback to test reality and inform 
product development.



Procurement 

• Reviewed building methods, consortia 
& contractor-led approaches 

• Concluded that a design-led approach 
could best achieve the objectives.

• Greenoak retained development risk 
& judged that risk of failure less than 
passing it on to the contractor.

• Design team assembled at the outset 
starting with the architect, who was 
appointed for his experience in 
sustainable construction.

• Energy strategy critically determined 
early on with specialist consultant.

• An informed & holistic approach to 
design was essential to performance.



key features

• Fabric:  Maximise liveability 
Minimise energy use 

• Systems: Reduce waste and 
refine solutions

• Usage: Reduce effort by 
passive approach, 
then inform users





the need for change
Key driver - Improve value and reduce risk over building life.



liveability

greenhomes previous S.106 development

ground floor plan



passive buildings 
Built in, not bolt on

Reduce demand before 
greening the supply,

Push the performance of 
the building envelope as 
far as economically 
possible.

Build houses that are easy 
and healthy to live in.

Design with the future in 
mind.



liveability
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